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Findings from the remote viewing study
Dr. Paul Stevens & Dr. Ben Roberts, University of Derby, UK

Dear Participant,

The Remote Viewing (RV) study is now complete and all data has been analysed. Here is a summary of the
overall  results  for  you  (individual  results  were  anonymised).  Thank  you  again  for  taking  part.  We  really
appreciated that you volunteered your time to help us research this fascinating area!

Study aims
This study aimed to explore whether:

1) the way in which a remote viewer expressed their impressions – by typing words or drawing images – affected
the outcome.

2) whether different aspects of psi phenomena might operate together, by looking at whether a typical micro-
psychokinesis target — a remote event generator (REG) — was affected during remote viewing attempts.

Overview of the methodology
• 60 sessions were carried out, comprising 33 online sessions (via the web) and 27 in-person sessions (on-

campus at Derby University). In 3 of these, the partricipant decided not to complete the session (i.e., did not
rank the locations), so these could not be included in the analysis.

• There  were  2  conditions:  online  vs.  in-person,  and  typed  vs.  drawn  impressions  (pseudo-randomly
allocated).

• No analysis, including calculation of hit rate, was performed prior to these studies being completed.

• All sessions (both online and in-person) made use of the same web-page interface.

• A pseudo-random algorithm was used to select the RV target location, plus 3 decoy locations.

• Target sites  were actual physical locations, visited in real-time by the same  RV agent.. Targets were not
visually unique (as this is very difficult in real world situations) but were selected to have a different ‘feel’ e.g.,
open and airy, closed and confined, sporty, religious, etc.

• Participants logged into the study webpage, which automatically started the session at a prespecified time.
They then listened to a short, audio relaxation exercise. They were asked to locate a ‘missing’ person (the
RV agent) by recording (by typing or drawing, depending on assigned condition). They were then shown 4
video clips (one of which was the actual target location and the other 3 were decoys) and asked to rank each
clip by how well their impressions corresponded to it. The best correspondence meant a ranking of 1, the
worst correspondence meant a ranking of 4. The actual target location was then revealed and if it had been
ranked as a 1 then this counted as a RV ‘hit’.

• During each RV session, a REG was running in the background. It was started a random time before the
session and continued after the session, giving control periods either side of the RV period. The device was
based on the chip used in digital cameras but with all light excluded: this meant the ‘image’ taken was of
random noise based on underlying quantum processes.

• After  all  sessions  were  completed,  an  independent  judge  was  shown the  same target  plus  decoy  clip
selections  along  with  the  accompanying  mentation  writing/drawings,  and  asked  to  rank  them  for
correspondence to mentation.
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Hypotheses
H1. The actual remote-viewing target will be given a higher rank for sessions with drawn impressions than for
sessions with typed impressions [note: a rank of 1 would count as a ‘hit’ i.e., the target location was successfully
identified). This will be looked at for results from both (a) participants and (b) the independent judge.

H2. REG activity will deviate more from the control-session baseline when there is an RV ‘hit’ (target ranked as
1) than for  ‘misses’ [target ranked as 2, 3 or 4).

There was also an intention to carry out exploratory analyses.

Results
1. There was evidence of successful remote viewing, but only in the online condition

◦ Online:  12  hits  /  30  sessions  (40% success  rate)  →  statistically  significant  (2% probablility  of
occuring by chance)

◦ In-person: 6 hits /  27 sessions (22% succes rate)  → not statistically  significant  (31% probablility  of
occuring by chance)

◦ Overall hit rate: 18 hits / 57 (31.6% success rate)  → not statistically significant (12% probablility of
occuring by chance)

For  comparison,  if  participants  were  just  guessing,  we  would  expect  a  25%  (1  target  guessed  from  4
possibilities) success rate.

2. There was no statistical difference in hit rate between typed (9 hits / 28 sessions) and drawn mentation (9
hits / 29 sessions), implying the way in which impressions are expressed is not important in RV. Any preference
for either drawing or typing responses did not relate to the outcome.

3. The independent judge could not successfully identify the target location based on participants’ impressions.
In fact they actually avoided identifying the target in a statistically significant way for the in-person (3 hits / 27
sessions → 0.3% probability of this occuring by chance) and the drawn (4 hits / 28 sessions → 2% probability of
this occuring by chance) conditions! This could indicate that there was useful information contained within the
impressions (rather than it all being down to a ‘hunch’ on the part of the participants), though why it led the judge
to avoid the target is unknown!

4.The REG (running in the background at the target site) did show greater deviation during RV hits than for RV
misses (statistically significant → 3% probability the difference occurred by chance).  There was no such
difference seen in equivalent control periods (24% probability the difference occured by chance). Surprisingly,
this effect was due to the REG activity being lower than baseline during unsuccessful RV sessions; successful
RV sessions were marginally higher than baseline control periods. But not significantly so. However, if this effect
is robust, it would be very useful in predicting  whether an RV sessions would be successful or unsuccessful.

5. Based on complexity analyses, no patterns could be identified in the REG data when comparing hits vs.
misses, or RV session vs. control. The above effect appeared to be purely in terms of the average level of
activity (i.e., how ‘noisy’ the system was on the quantum level).

6. No consistency was seen in the RV impressions from different participants that might indicate differences
between conditions or for hits vs. misses. For example, the most detailed typed mentation was 247 words in
length, and the shortest just 5 words, but both scored a direct hit. There were a couple of anecdotal “best hits”:
one where a local park was the target talked about a “multicoloured spiral circus tent” on a day when a fun fair
had unexpectedly arrived on site; another where the target was the tree-lined grounds of a church, where the
agent was sitting on a bench, simply drew a fairly accurate picture of the church and grounds.

Conclusions
This study demonstrated that RV can successfully be performed with a minimal setup, using a standardised
webpage  interface.  There  was  evidence  of  successful  remote  viewing  only  with  online  (versus  in-person)
sessions. The only difference between the sessions was that in-person participants were students participating
for credit whereas the online condition was mostly people with a specific interest in RV. No differences were seen
based on the way impressions were expressed (typed vs drawn). The REG did show signficant differences in
activity for RV hits versus RV misses, suggesting its usefulness as a coincident detector of hits vs. misses.
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